2004 ford focus instrument cluster
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refund the cost of the repair, at our discretion. See Details At Circuit Board Medics we strive to
correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts. The end result is a
refurbished component with increased longevity and lower cost. Learn More. Have a question?
Not finding what you are looking for? Feel free to contact us and a representative will be in
touch shortly. We also do custom repairs. Let us know more about your unique need and we'll
provide an estimate for your custom repair. Privacy Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or
Create an account. Due to all carriers experiencing weather delays, we are unable to refund for
shipments delayed due to weather. Please call with any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag
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Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing
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82hawkinsalan , September 12, in Ford Focus Club. Have been having problems with my
instrument cluster. It's keeps playing up by all lighting up, dials go dead and a load of dashes
come up in mileage bit whilst driving this is. Now I have found that if I gently tap the top of the
dashboard it all comes back to life again, although in limp home mode. Now I'm wondering
whether it is a loose connection at the back of the cluster or the cluster itself that is shot?? Now
according to what I've been reading the immobiliser is programmed into the cluster, therefore if
I do get another secondhand one it won't work without being re-programmed? Is that right??
What I have been doing is when it does it, I can turn engine off while rolling, start on key again
and it is fine and not in limp mode, until it does it again, which could be 5 secs or 3 days! Right,
I have been doing some digging, and I have found other people having the same problems. I
have ascertained that the D code is a communication error between my dash and the car. I have
also ascertained what E and E mean. I have also ascertained that the flashing red light between
the fuel and temp gauges is the immobilser. Now, when I am driving down the road, my dash
completely lights up, yet if I tap the top of it is all comes back to life again, except it's in limp
home mode. Also sometimes when you go to start it won't because the dash is lit up yet again if
you turn key off, tap top of dash and go to start again it will. How do I go about getting this
fixed? Is it the instrument cluster itself? I'm a bit lost now! Hello Alan, I am not the best person
to assist you in this, however two things that might help you are:. Your car if it is in fact from is
a MK2, not a MK3. This might assist you in finding more info online. Have you tried removing
the cluster? From what you're saying it seems as if it resets while you drive. This could be a
loose connection or cable shouldn't happen if nobody has tampered with it. I would suggest to
remove it and replace it. Then drive around and see if that changes anything. If none of the
above help, i would buy a replacement cluster with less miles so i can reprogram it. But that's
just me :. I have no idea why I put down as a mk3 when I know it's a mk2! Is it possible to
change the black backing behind the dials to any other colours and also can you change the
bulbs themselves? Some are getting rather dim! Is it possible to change the colour of the bulbs
if you can change them? As far as I remember there are 22 LED's for the interior light of the
instrument cluster. It is also possible to change the dial plate to another version. You can use
the Lockwood dial plates which as far as I know are available for the Focus MK2 instrument
cluster in black and white. Some companies can produce custom dial plates in every color and
design you like but this can be pretty expensive. My experience is that in most cases the
problems are caused by bad soldering connections of the circuit board. I repaired quite a lot of
these instrument clusters. Many times the problem can be solved by resoldering the
connections of the connector to the circuit board. So if the instrument cluster is defective, how
easy is it to get to changed for another secondhand one bearing in mind you have to

re-programme the immobilser which is within the cluster i am led to believe? It's just when it
comes to electronics and re-soldering it's something I was hopeless at school doing well! When
another instrument cluster is fitted there are 3 things that need to be reprogrammed:. Settings
of the instrument cluster. All settings must match with the options of the car otherwise an error
can occur. So it's a bit of a mission by the sound of it! How do I go about soldering these bad
joints considering I have no idea how to solder? How do you find bad solders? It sounds to me
you have nothing to lose so give it a try. If resoldering does not solve your problem you can
always buy another instrument cluster and let it be programmed to your car. Most times this
solves the problem. To do this you have to take the instrument cluster apart until the circuit
board can be taken out. When the circuit board is taken out of the plastic body you can see the
soldering connections of the big connector. Bad soldering connections have little cracks in it
but most times this is hardly noticeable and can only be seen under a microscope. The easiest
way to solve bad soldering connections is to resolder all of the soldering connections of the big
connector. To do this use a soldering iron with a small pointy tip and apply heat to each off the
soldering connections until the solder on the circuit board melts. Most times there is no need to
add extra solder. The problem is caused mostly by the poor solder used by Ford in the early
units , which causes the solder joints to fracture or oxidise , resoldering as above should solve
your problem. Not only the MK2 instrument clusters do have this problem. The MK2. Until now I
repaired at least 5 MK2. Last year when I bought my own MK2. I discovered these codes were
caused by a bad connection of a positive wire. Because the instrument cluster has 3 positive
wires it will still be functioning. After resoldering the connector all problems were gone.
However 1. Now its working fine after a little cleaning behind the dashboard and cluster. I
checked the Red Flashes, to get the code , faulty link between pats and eec v module check fd I
tried the 4 key turns in 3 secs with the unlock doors on key, and still nothing changed. Its the
original key. Opens the doors electronically as well as using the key to physically open and
lock. Thanks for anything. The procedure to turn the key 4 times within 3 seconds is only
needed to reprogram the remote control of the central locking system. This does not have any
effect on the PATS system. In this case it is most likely caused by a defective instrument
cluster. Im my opinion the best way to start is to use a diagnostic interface to determine which
codes are stored into the instrument cluster and the PCM. Write down all the stored DTC codes
and erase them there may be old codes storde which have nothing to do with the problem. Now
read the DTC code again. The DTC codes which come back immediately are active and will most
likely have something to do with the problem. Possibly resoldering of the connector on the
circuit bourd solves your problem. At least it does not hurt to try it. Another possibility is to buy
a new or used instrument cluster and reprogram it for your car. I have found a specialist who
can solder this unit for me here in Oxford where I live. It is going in Weds morning. Will let all
know how it goes and what he did. I have been told by the garage that my car has this same
fault, they put there diagnostic PC onto it and it came up with a load of communication faults.
Apparently the PCB behind the instrument cluster needs removing and sending off to some
company in Derby to be repaired. If anyone from Ford reads this they should think about that.
This video will show you how to dismantle the clocks and explain what is wrong with your
clock's. I thought great, result! Basically my confidence has gone! The Japanese have always
built a better more reliable car, I've had quite a few jap cars and none required any repairs.
Fords are generally better than they used to be. You pull the black cover on the bottom of the
clocks and there is 2 tarox bits to remove then you pull them out? And you could do it all it
maybe hours. I even had to resolder new capacitors into my triton elec shower circuit board.
But on these focus clusters, it is usually not needing any components, just resolder it the
cracked solder on the plug socket pins. Presumably this is partly down to them not being
allowed to use solder with lead in as it was banned. But unleaded solder is more brittle. I had
the clocks out earlier today. The job was mainly easier than expected. Getting the instrument
panel out is very easy, drop the steering wheel and pull it out as far as poss. The cover over the
top of the steering column then literally, and easily, just pulls out. As an ex TV engineer old
habits die hard The biggest problem I had was getting the dials calibrated, i. I had actually
marked that point in pencil on each dial before dismantling. You can post now and register later.
If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only
75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
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instrument cluster. Anybody able to shed any further light? Many thanks Alan. Link to post
Share on other sites. Sorry meant to add it's a focus mk3 1. Posted September 17, Hi all again
Right, I have been doing some digging, and I have found other people having the same
problems. Hello Alan, I am not the best person to assist you in this, however two things that

might help you are: 1. Thanks George. JW 1, Posted September 17, JW 1, Posted September 18,
Posted September 18, When another instrument cluster is fitted there are 3 things that need to
be reprogrammed: 1. The ignition keys must be programmed to the instrument cluster. The
instrument cluster must be paired to the PCM. Posted September 19, JW 1, Posted September
21, Posted September 21, Preee Posted September 21, I've 3 Ford Focus cars, My 1. I checked
the Red Flashes, to get the code , faulty link between pats and eec v module check fd I tried the
4 key turns in 3 secs with the unlock doors on key, and still nothing changed. JW 1, Posted
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Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Insurance Sell your Ford Support. This Ford
Focus instrument cluster is a very common failure, this will cause an intermittent failure of all
instruments, lights and gauges. If the instrument cluster fails while driving, then this will often
cause the engine to cut out. If failure happens while attempting to start the vehicle then it will
prevent the engine from starting. You will notice the immobilizer light flashes continuously
when the instrument cluster fails and the mileage reading will only show dashes instead of the
mileage. When faced with one or more of these symptoms the vehicle becomes difficult to drive
due to not being able to read the instruments or the fault symptoms being too unpredictable.
Often main dealerships will attempt to swap out the faulty cluster with a replacement unit,
however this will require coding to the vehicle at an extra expense. Our Ford Focus instrument
cluster repair service will give you better value for money, takes working days and comes with
an unlimited mile lifetime warranty. Not only this but we also engineer-out the faults to ensure
that they do not return. We fully test every instrument cluster before and after the rebuild
process to ensure every instrument cluster performs as originally intended by the manufacturer
and is as good as, if not better than a brand new unit. We test these units on a purpose build
HIL Hardware In-the-Loop test rig that replicates all driving conditions, this allows us to
replicate any fault described by the customer. There is no need to re-code or reprogram your
instrument cluster once you receive it back, just plug in and away you go. We take a great deal
of pride in our work and will always handle your instrument cluster as if it where our own, we
understand how important it is for your instrument cluster to always look as good as new when
it is fitted back to your vehicle. We rebuild these Ford Focus clusters for both main dealers and
independent specialist all over the globe, so you can always be assured of our very high
standard of work. Price and product info: Ford Focus instrument cluster rebuild. Package the
Ford Focus dashboard instrument cluster inside a sturdy box with plenty of packaging material
make sure you include your confirmation email in the box. Send us your package by tracked
courier the shipping instructions are on the confirmation email. Once received we will test,
rebuild and return your Ford Focus dash cluster with an unlimited mileage lifetime warranty. Fill
in and submit this test form. Package the cluster inside a sturdy box with plenty of packaging
material make sure you include your confirmation email in the box. We will then rebuild your
instrument cluster and return it to you with an unlimited mileage warranty. If you require further
information regarding this Ford Focus dashboard instrument cluster then please contact us.
English English Italiano. Ford Focus Dashboard Instrument Cluster - common fault. Often the
instrument cluster will fail completely and stay that way. Programming: There is no need to
re-code or reprogram your instrument cluster once you receive it back, just plug in and away
you go. Quality: We take a great deal of pride in our work and will always handle your
instrument cluster as if it where our own, we understand how important it is for your instrument
cluster to always look as good as new when it is fitted back to your vehicle. This is not a
problem, if you prefer this option then follow the following steps: Fill in and submit this test
form. Print the booking confirmation email. ECU Engine Management. Hi my dashboard cluster
went blank for sometyms now I went to de dealer dey advice me to change de whole thing pls
assist me. Hi Kabelo, looks like you have the common Focus instrument cluster failure, we can
offer test and rebuild rather than you having to purchase a new one. Hi i have a focus was
driving down the road then it cut out and will not start again immobiliser light just keeps
flashing all time. Hi Simon, those are all common symptoms of a faulty instrument cluster. Ford
focus faclift the mileage screen does not light up at all what could be the problem and how
much to repair. Hi Stephen, your instrument cluster may well be faulty. I have a focus. Its fuel
gauge and temperature gauge suddenly read fully over maximum then the next day reading
normal with no fault codes shown. Is this a cluster type symptom? Hi Ashley, incorrect gauge
operations is certainly a common issue with these clusters. We can fully test these cluster with
a view to rebuild if faulty. How long to send recieve and repair dashboard cluster for 1. From
southern ireland. I have a focus 1. Hi Phillip, any replacement will require coding to the vehicle,

however we can offer a code swap from your original onto a replacement if you wish to send
that into us. Hi I have a ford Mondeo Mk 5 diesel and the problems that you have listed seem to
becoming common to my car so can you fix my ECU and how much. Hi Barry, we can certainly
look at your engine ECU for you. Good morning I've an intermitant fault with my accelerater. I'll
be driving then there is no revs at all. I have to restart and go through the gears. I've also
noticed sometimes when I go through the menu it looks a bit faded. Hi Stephen, we can test
your cluster to see if it is causing a fault for you. We have a 59 plate Kuga, when starting the car
the other day every light on the cluster flashed rapidly with a clicking sound and the stereo also
flashed between two different displays. The Rac came out and plugged it in, it's wouldn't
distinguish the cluster but the guy thought it was the problem. What arw your thoughts please?
What is the cost of having the cluster referbed please? Hi Dave, we can test your cluster in
isolation from the vehicle. This will determine if the cluster is at fault or not, if it is we can
rebuild it for you. I have a 58 Focus Style with almost k on the clock. Has been a joy to use over
the years, but these last couple of weeks I have been getting various warning notifications on
my screen - transmission malfunction, engine malfunction, acceleration reduced, and one or
two others although I don't have flashing immobilizers or blank mileage warnings, and no error
code yet. But there doesn't seem to have any effect on the car itself. Am wondering if the fault is
with the cluster as you describe? Hi Zola, it does sound as though the instrument cluster is
faulty on your Focus. We do see quite a few with random warning lights showing without the
mileage dashes or immobilizer light flashing, especially if there are no fault codes and the car
continues to run without issues. Hi, Hoping you can help. The information screen on my ford
focus has gone blank but still has the orange backlight. Is this something you may be able to
sort, and what happens with regards the mileage details etc if you are able to sort the issue,
does it still show correctly? Many thanks. Hi Leanne, it sounds like you have the common
problem we see for these instrument clusters. The mileage will not change once you receive
your unit back, it will be the accurate mileage for the car. All Rights Reserved. Skip to main
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